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(U) Purpose
(U) In 2014, the CJCS published the DOD’s ISR Joint Force 2020 White Paper detailing
his vision for how the Joint Force will shape, grow, and integrate ISR capabilities to remain
effective in future operations. Of the eight initiatives identified, he emphasized that the most
important was the development of a joint PED architecture that will replace the multitude of
currently-fielded, expensive, and inefficient service-unique, platform-centric PED architectures.
The need for a joint FMV-AISR PED architecture is not just a goal for the future, it is also a
current GCC operational requirement as noted in a 2016 CENTCOM Commander memo, “The
CCMDs have been pushing for the need for a joint global FMV-AISR data transport infrastructure
for several years now, and while we’ve made some headway in acknowledging the problem,
we’re really no closer to addressing it.” 1 The Air Force should lead/advocate for a DOD level
multi-domain Task Force (TF)/ Working Group (WG), in coordination with the IC and CSSAs, to
analyze the problem and propose enduring JCIDS compliant POR solutions that will fulfill the
CJCS vision and meet the GCC operational requirements for a joint PED architecture. 2
(U) To accomplish this, the paper is divided into four parts. The first part defines the
problem by analyzing how the services current platform-centric FMV-AISR architectures are
failing to meet the vision in the JCS ISR 2020 White Paper and the GCC’s operational
employment requirements. The second part provides an overview of the GCC’s operationally
developed, joint FMV-AISR system that creatively interconnects service’s architectures. The third
part provides an overview of USD AT&L and DOD CIO initiative to institutionalize the GCC
developed joint architecture and provide insight into the service resistance it is currently facing.
The final part provides recommendations for what areas the new TF/WG should focus on in order

to institutionalize and improve the current GCC-driven common FMV-AISR architecture to meet
the chairman’s vision of a joint PED Architecture by 2020.

(U) Current Service-Unique Platform-Specific PED Architectures &
Operational Gaps They Have Created
(U) Before conveying a joint vision, it is important to establish a baseline of the current
service capabilities and limitations. Each service has produced their FMV-AISR systems as
separate programs of record (PORs) with individual Joint Resource Oversight Council (JROC)
validated Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS) CONOPs. Because of
this, each FMV-AISR system required that they be built with their own control system and
communications architecture to their respective services Process Exploitation and Dissemination
(PED) facility. 3 Additionally, each service has written the CONOPS for their FMV-AISR assets
to deliberately align with the PCPAD processes. This decision meant that the focus of these
assets is on providing the JTF/Functional Component commanders with finished single source
intelligence products to answer specific RFIs and are not optimized to provide near-real-time
FMV data for other decisions. 4 Each service uses their own version of the Distributed Common
Ground System (DCGS) to conduct imagery intelligence analysis once the FMV-AISR data has
been delivered to their PED site. While envisioned as a “common” system, current service
DCGS only share finished intelligence products. For policy and technical reasons they do not
have the ability to seamlessly share raw FMV-AISR information. 5
(U) Overall, the service’s current FMV-AISR systems are meeting the data distribution
requirements of the JCIDS CONOPS used to validate their procurement. 6 However, because
their current standalone communications architectures as well their service-specific PED
facilities inability to support raw FMV-AISR data from other services or coalitions partners

means that they fail to meet the standards for a joint FMV-AISR architecture system outlined in
the JCS ISR 2020 White Paper.

(U) The requirement for a joint FMV-AISR architecture is not just a vision outlined in
the JCS ISR 2020 White Paper, it is an operational requirement that the GCC’s have demanded
for the last three years. 7 In today’s joint operational environment, FMV-AISR data from one
platform can no longer be used in isolation--simply providing answers to one service’s RFIs in
the standard PCPAD processes. Today GCCs require platform agnostic analytical nodes that
have access to FMV-ISR data, in real time, from multiple systems in a specific area. In his
book on US unmanned aircraft use in the war against Al-Qaida, Brian Williams, Professor of
Islamic History at the University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth, notes, “Reapers and Predators in
Somalia have been aided by smaller (LOS) observation drones, such as Ravens, Scan Eagles,
and Fire Scouts”. 8 Williams details that this trend will likely increase in the future where
“unmanned drones may work with killer drones to hunt and kill targets.9 As detailed in the first
part of this paper, today’s service-unique, platform-centric PED architectures do not lend
themselves to the type of platform agnostic mission centric PED described in Williams’
account.

(U) Additionally, current operations in semi-permissive and non-permissive areas have
expanded the need for operational access to near-real-time FMV-AISR, from any asset
available, as critical part of operations. 10 Operations of this sort include fires, force protection
over watch, and politically sensitive missions such as providing real-time route clearance to an
allied country’s president fleeing a coup. 11 Today many commanders will not approve tactical
operations to be executed without the ability to provide FMV-AISR data, in near-real-time, to
globally dispersed operational cells coordinating fires, reinforcements, and personnel recovery

operations. 12 However, as detailed in the first part of the paper, service-fielded, platformspecific FMV-AISR PED architectures are optimized to deliver data in real time to only PED
cells. This focus means that, as fielded by the services, these architectures fail to meet the
critical operational requirement to share the data, in real-time, to other operational forces.

(U) GCC funded Joint FMV-AISR Architecture.
(U) Utilizing the more flexible and responsive Joint Urgent Operational Needs (JUONS)
processes versus the more rigid JCIDS processes, the GCC’s developed joint FMV-AISR
architectures. This system provided the GCC’s mission-centric PED and near real time delivery
of FMV-AISR data to support globally dispersed forces for operational over-watch,
engagement approval, and fires. 13 Figure 3 depicts the currently operating GCC funded joint
FMV-AISR architecture.

Figure 1: COCOM driven OCO funded common PED network supporting AISR-FMV14

(U) The GCC-developed, joint FMV-AISR PED architecture creatively interconnects the
service’s numerous fielded platform-centric PED architectures and consists of three main
pieces:.

(U) 1. Universal Video Distribution System (UVDS) Network: An encrypted Internet
Protocol (IP) based, globally interconnected transport architecture that utilizes the existing
resilient global Defense Information Systems Network (DISN) to provide the underlying
connectivity to move FMV-AISR from Beyond Line of Sight (BLOS) service specific PED
systems to GCC HQs, Intelligence Community PED locations, DOD globally located satellite
teleports, and DISA data centers for distribution to operational users and allies.15

(U) 2. Digital Video Broadcast Return Channel System (RVB-RCS): A tactical two-way
satellite system that serves two purposes in the joint FMV-AISR network. First, it provides the
required BLOS connectivity from in theater tactical FMV-AISR systems to the DOD satellite
teleports for ingestion into the UVDS network. Second, it augments the capability of the DOD
POR Global Broadcast System to provide tactical units near real time access to FMV-AISR data
for mission-centric PED, operational over-watch, engagement approval, and fires. 16

(U) 3. UVDS-Portal: To provide operational users with the ability to view and use FMVAISR data a portal was created on SIPR and SIPR//REL-FVEY. FMV-AISR data is taken from
the UVDS-Network, at two DISA data centers, and posted on a video server for viewing by US
and, when classified for release, to our commonwealth allies. 17 Today UVDS-portal is
considered by many in the DOD and IC to be the primary source for viewing DOD and partner
nation FMV-AISR data from anywhere on the globe.18

(U) Institutional resistance.
(U) Despite over a decade of success, since the GCC-developed joint FMV-AISR
architecture was validated with the JUONS process, it has not been validated through the JCIDS
process and therefore is not institutionally recognized as an enduring requirement. This is
demonstrated by the fact that the services continue to field ISR systems reliant on serviceunique, platform-centric PED architectures based solely on previously validated JCIDS
capability documents. 19 The CENTCOM and AFRICOM CCDR’s highlighted this point in a
2014 joint memo to OSD CAPE. In this memo, they stated that their commands are still required
to “fix gaps created by [FMV-AISR] assets delivered under outdated CONOPS that do not
support the realities of current GCC Concept of Employment that are driven by the semipermissive and non-permissive areas we are forced to operate in.”20

(U) The services argue that the use of FMV ISR is a product of the current operational
environment and not an enduring requirement for their forces. Therefore in their analysis they
appear to see the current POR systems as meeting the enduring DOD capability without the
needed ISR architectures capable of mission-centric PED or near-real-time data distribution to
globally dispersed forces. Based on this assessment, the operational joint ISR-FMV architecture
will remain a regionally focused COCOM driven overseas contingency operations (OCO)
funded capability that is not incorporated into joint doctrine and contrary to the vision of the JCS
ISR 2020 White Paper, will not be a viable capability.

(U) Realizing the perpetual capability gap that exists between the services’ fielded
CONOPS for FMV-AISR assets and GCC CONEMP for those assets, the Under Secretaries of
Defense (USDs) for Intelligence and for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics (AT&L) along

with the DOD Chief Information Officer (CIO) met to discuss these issues. The outcome of the
meeting was a request that the Deputy Secretary of Defense conduct a full CJCSI 3170.01
(JCIDS) Capability Based Assessment (CBA) to study the shortfalls and propose ways to
instructionally address them. 21 In 2016, the JS (J2/J6), OUSD (AT&L and CIO) conducted a
CBA with the assistance of the GCC’s and services. As of the writing of this white paper, the
Initial Capabilities Document (ICD) and DOTMLPF change request have been stalled in the
JCIDS processes and are awaiting service concurrence. Currently, the Army and Air Force have
not concurred with the these reports citing service systems, as detailed in part one of this paper,
are adequately meeting service CONOP and GCC requirements are unique to the current fight
which and therefore no change is required. Clearly, there is still a disconnect in the process.

Figure 4: Notional OV-1 Diagram depicting service adoption of UVDS into a joint FMV-AISR
PED architecture.

(U) Recommendations:
(U) As Billy Mitchell wrote, “Airpower is the ability to do something in or through the air” and, as
such, FMV-AISR is airpower.22 The USAF is the primary airpower advocate in the DOD and lists ISR
as one of its five core missions. Therefore, the USAF has the greatest interest in ensuring that it is most
effectively and efficiently used.23 Additionally, successful operation of FMV-AISR requires the ability
to synchronize, in real time, capabilities, airspace, and cyberspace domain capabilities. As the DOD
leader in multi-domain operations, the Air Force is uniquely positioned to lead this effort. Air Force
should advocate for the creation and leadership of a DOD-level Task Force (TF) that, in coordination
with the IC and CSSAs, analyzes today’s GCC developed joint FMV-AISR architectures and conducts

an analysis of alternatives (AOA) to propose enduring JCIDS compliant POR solutions that will fulfill
the CJCS vision for a joint PED architecture. Figure 4 below displays a notional OV-1 Diagram of what
an enduring FMV-AISR PED architecture would consist of.

To work to making the notional architecture in Figure 4 a reality the TF should initially focus on the
following areas: 24
•

Dissemination: Determine the most efficient and effective single globally-interconnected
transport architecture to replace the numerous service-specific transport architectures operating
today or in development. Analyze the existing UVDS-Network and determine what
improvements would be required to build a resilient and hardened and globally available system
that will meet the service and GCC connection requirements. At a minimum this system should
provide direct connectivity to: service-specific PED locations, GCC HQs, IC PED locations,

DOD globally located satellite teleports, FVEY Partners, and DISA data centers for distribution to
operational users and allies.
•

Tactical 2-Way transport: Determine the DOD POR system to provide tactical two-way BLOS
connections from DOD satellite gateways to deployed tactical FMV-ISR systems. Analyze
whether modifications to the current POR GBS network or architecture? would be more cost
effective than a new system.

•

Standardize DOD Gateways to support FMV-AISR: In accordance with the federated
approach for service-unique information systems, outlined in DOD’s Information Enterprise
Architecture (IEA) 2.0, develop a working group incorporating the services, IC, and industry to
determine a set of standard satellite modems to be installed in DOD Gateways for FMV-AISR
connections. This group should establish quarterly meetings to ensure the Gateways stay current
with FMV-AISR assets.

•

Defense Common Ground System (DCGS): Establish an enduring coordination working group
between the FMV-AISR Architecture working group and with the OSD(I) led Joint DCGS
Working.25 Initially this group should work focus on two areas:
o FMV-ISR format and metadata standardization: Ensure the standard formats for FMV
data are consistent with industry best practices and synchronized across the FMV-AISR
and DCGS-Joint programs.
o Operational User IMINT Exploitation: Analyze current strengths and limitations to the
UVDS-Portal FMV viewing solution. Ensure that the tool designed for IMINT
Exploitation software in DCGS-Joint informs the development of the tool developed to
replace UVDS-Portal for operation use of IMINT data. 26 Additionally, ensure that FMV-

AISR data provided on SIPR is in such a format that can be easily integrated into user
developed applications.
•

Partner Nation Integration: In coordination with the Committee for National Security Systems
(CNSS), NSA Information Assurance Directorate, DOD OUSD-I, and GCC Partner Engagement
offices develop a comprehensive strategy for sharing US FMV in BILATERAL and Multilateral
Exercises and Operations. The solution should rely exclusively on Commercial Encryption
standards, in accordance with DODI S-4660.04, for ease of military sale and ability to share
securely with non FVEY partners.27

(U) Conclusion
(U) This paper has shown that the current service unique platform-centric FMV-AISR PED
architectures are not compliant with the CJCS vision in the JCS ISR 2020 White Paper and are not
flexible enough to meet the current operational requirements of the CCDRs who are employing
them. To meet the CJCS vision outlined in the JCS ISR 2020 White Paper and to start addressing
the GCC’s operational requirements, the USAF as the leader in airpower, global ISR, and multidomain operations should initiate a DOD-level TF to start the processes of institutionalizing the
capabilities resident today.
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